


Learning Objectives

• To understand the basics of Plant 

Reproduction.

• To understand the sex cells of different 

plants.

• To understand how flowers are fertilized.



What you need to know:

➢ What are the sex cells of flowering 

plants called?

➢ How are flowers 

fertilized?

➢ What do the parts 

of a flower do?

Plant Reproduction

Question:

➢ What does a grass 

flower look like?



What do all these flowers have 

in common?

They are all insect

pollinated



Petals: attract insectsattract insects

Anthers: produce 

pollen

produce 

pollen

Stigma: pollen is deposited 

here to fertilize flower

pollen is deposited 

here to fertilize flower 



What do all these flowers have in common?

They are all wind pollinated 

file://AES-SR-001.ANGLONET.INTERNAL/RMStaff/Staff Resources/Science/KS3/Yr 7/2010 to 2011/7.5 Variation and Reproduction/Lesson 4/Grass Flower.AVI


Anthers: hang out of flow

release pollen when shaken 

by wind

hang out of flower

release pollen when shaken by 

wind

Feathery stigma:

catch pollen 

carried by the 

wind
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http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://biology.clc.uc.edu/graphics/bio106/hummer.jpg&imgrefurl=http://biology.clc.uc.edu/courses/bio106/pollinat.htm&usg=__1Vn26xflq2-2JTjMkHMMdfQRjgM=&h=150&w=150&sz=9&hl=en&start=1&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=5WSF1sgrj4MmGM:&tbnh=96&tbnw=96&prev=/images?q=flowers+pollinated+by+birds&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&sout=1&tbs=isch:1&ei=CZE1TcqDBMe7hAeC2ayrCw


Stapelia grandiflora - is a big-flowered,

cactus-like African plants pollinated by 

flies. 

It looks and smells like rotten flesh. 
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Stigma

Style

Ovary

Ovule

Pollen grain

Pollen tube

Egg cell with pollen 

nucleus



What happens at the moment of fertilization?

The nucleus from the pollen fuses with the nucleus

of the egg cell



Term Definition
Coloured, flag-like structures which attract 

insects
The male sex organ – made of the filament and 

the anther
Part of the male sex organ – makes pollen
A thin stalk that supports the anther
The female sex organs – made of the stigma, 

the style and the ovary
Collects pollen
Connects the stigma to the ovary
Found inside the ovary; contains the egg cell
Grows out of the pollen grain and into the 

stigma: carries the pollen nucleus down to the 

egg cell
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To Do:

➢ Make a poster explaining

- what is a flower?

- what do the different parts of a 

flower do?

- what happens when a flower is 

pollinated?


